












differences: A Journal of 

Feminist Cultural Studies 

The May and September 2020 issues of differences are open issues 

featuring essays on contemporary feminist art, the concept of 

"passing'' in relation to the field of 2020 presidential candidates, 

questions raised by antispectacular films, and much more. 

"The spectator, fixed in his or her seat, sits 

waiting and anticipating. And as the waiting 

persists, the spectator grows more anxious 

in turn. This waiting is marked with particular 

intensity in the sequences in which the 

screen is black and the film is silent. Yet this 

experience is not strictly one of agitation or 

distress; something else is at work here as 

well. The film's relentless refusal to provide 

any images creates an opening or a space for 

a different mode of perception to emerge. 

The refusal in the film to give the eye something 

to consume brings out a different dimension 

of perception's capacity, of its potentiality. 

What, then, characterizes this other side of 

perception's potentiality?" 

KENNETH BERGER, FROM "CINEMA AGAINST COMMUNICATION: 

SPECTACLE, ANXIETY, AND THE AESTHETICS OF REFUSAL" 

Forthcoming in December is an issue guest edited by 

Peter Szendy, the David Herlihy Professor of Humanities 

and Comparative Literature and the convener of the 

2020-21 Pembroke Seminar "Narrating Debt." That issue 

will complement and extend the inquiry central to this 

year's seminar. 

31.1 Open issue 

Kenneth Berger, "Cinema against Communication: 

Spectacle, Anxiety, and the Aesthetics of Refusal" 

Ashley T. Shelden, "The Abject Genealogies of Kenneth 

Halliwell (and Joe Orton)" 

Shannan L. Hayes, "Wanting More" 

Ariane Cruz, "Copying Cosby: Pornmimicries of Race, 

Sexuality, and Gender" 

Azeen Khan, ''Aneconomy, Indirection, Undecidability: 

Derrida's 'Principled' Critique of the Death Drive" 

Ann duCille, '"Can't You See I'm White?': Reading between 

the Sight Lines of Racial Difference" 

31.2 Open issue 

Nell Wasserstrom, "After All: Traces of the Literary in Freud's 

Moses and Monotheism (a Historical Novel)" 

Andrew Kingston, "Death and Fairy Tale: Queer 

Autothanatography in Claude Vivier" 

Matthew Gannon, "The Aesthetic Death Drive of 

Modernism" 

Andrew Ragni, ''Anality in the Colonial Archive: Sigmund 

Freud and Roger Casement'' 

Jake Silver, "Cruising the Jerusalem Light Rail" 




